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ABSTRACT 

 

The present study examines the impact of behavioral finance factors on company stock market prices, in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa Pakistan. The main focus is on the silent investors who are investing money in companies stocks 

without keeping good knowledge about it and looking for high return in short run tenure as well as long ran tenure. 

The main question is whether really behavioral finance factors show impact on investor’s investment decision and 

on company stock prices. The finding is that behavioral finance namely market sentiment, market volatility, investor 

sentiment, noise trading, & money circulation put significant impact investors investment decision in the province. 

KEYWORDS: Market sentiment, Market volatility, Investor Sentiment, Noise Trading, & Money Circulation. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

A series of work exited in the literature on the forces affects on company stock prices. However the empirical 

results are mixed and still seems to be in the data, Market sentiment is the feeling or pitch of a market, or its swarm 

psychology, as revealed through the activity and price movement of the securities traded in the market. For 

illustration, increasing prices would indicate a bullish market sentiment, while decreasing prices would indicate a 

bearish market sentiment. The terms "bull" and "bear" are to depict the stock market, but their meaning is clear. The 

most vital thing to know about these terms is that they describe long-term trends, not short-term changes. Bull and 

bear markets are generally measured in years. Bullish or bearish shifts in sentiment lead to downward or upward 

amendment in the volatility of returns and are associated with higher or lower future excess returns. The implication 

of investor sentiment in explaining the formation of uncertain volatility and expected return is robust across different 

indicators and sub periods. 

Volatility is the degree of deviation of a trading price series over time. Historic volatility is derived from time 

series of past market prices. An implied volatility is derived from the market price of a market traded derivative (in 

particular an option).When the stock market goes up one day, and then goes down for the next five, then up again, 

and then down again, that’s what you call stock market volatility. So what’s an investor to do? For starters, 

remember that success in the market does not depend on predicting the future predictions only measure the short 

term. Volatility is more dependent on mass hysteria fear and greed than on underlying economic or financial events. 

Those are not reliable emotions on which to base long-term investment decisions 

Investor sentiment is present whenever security prices deviate from present values of future cash flows. There 

are two potential reasons for such deviations. First, investors’ gamble assessment of the distributions of value-

relevant event outcomes may be biased (Baker, 2006; Kaustia, Alho, & Puttonen, 2008; Wurgler, 2007). 

Additionally, investors may react irrationally ex post to resolutions of uncertainty (Hirshleifer, 2001), for an 

excellent overview of psychological biases). 

'Noise Trader' the term used to describe an investor who makes decisions regarding buy and sell trades without 

the use of fundamental data. These investors generally have poor timing, follow trends, and over-react to good and 

bad news. A simple illustrates the difference between the two forms of investor sentiment. Assume that a firm faces 

an event with an uncertain outcome. Also, suppose for simplicity that there are two possible realizations of post 

event firm value that are expected to occur with some probabilities. Under the first type of investor sentiment, 

investors may be overly optimistic extant, in the sense that they believe that the probability of a good outcome is 

higher than its true likelihood. In this case, the pre event firm value, which equals the expected (discounted) post 

event value under investors’ subjective probability distribution, is higher than the expected (discounted) post event 
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value under the true probability distribution. Therefore, the expected change in value around the event is negative. In 

the second case, investors may assign correct probabilities to event outcomes but react emotionally to the resolution 

of uncertainty (i.e. their post event valuation is different from the true post event value, this difference not being 

reflected in pre event value). 

Noise Trader' the term used to describe an investor who makes decisions regarding buy and sell trades without the 

use of essential data. These investors generally have poor timing, follow trends, and over-react to good and bad 

news. The notable work of (De Long, Shleifer, Summers, & (DSSW), 1990) hereafter models the weight of noise 

trading on equilibrium prices. Noise traders acting in concert on non-fundamental signals can introduce a systematic 

risk that is priced. In their model, the deviations in price from fundamental value created by changes in investor 

sentiment are unpredictable. Arbitrageurs betting against mispricing run the risk, at least in the short run, that 

investor sentiment become more extreme and prices move even further away from fundamental values. The 

potential for loss and the arbitrageurs’ risk aversion reduce the size of positions they are willing to take. 

Consequently, arbitrage fails to completely eliminate mispricing and investor sentiment affects security prices in 

equilibrium. 

Money circulation shows impact on Company Stock Prices. Money Circulation will be found speedy when company 

performs its operations in an effective way. There are various factors which effect the money circulations either 

positively or negatively, factors are Law and Order situation, consistent innovation, effective employee’s 

involvement. Company is the broad source of circulating the money. Different cynics defined company is a place 

where all factor of productions get close together for the sake of attaining goals or objectives, and most probably 

alternative objective of company is maximizing shareholder wealth. In the continuation of that economics scholars 

concluded that recourses are scare in world, so company well need abundant of capital against issuing stocks to 

investors for the sake of successful business operations. 

Money circulation will be found speedy when company performs operations in an effective way. There are various 

factors whish effect the money circulations either positively or negatively, factors are Law and Order situation, 

consistent innovation, effective employees involvement and some more. A type of market where law and Order 

situation were relaxed and found favorable to company for operation and also get much more benefit or 

encouragement by legal government by this way company can be easily circulate money, similarly if company well 

deal with the maturity phase in business life cycle and consistently come up with new innovation so here by this will 

be second reason of smoothly circulation of money. Third reason were employee effective involvement in 

operations of a company to attain objectives or goal and save the cost this point will also leads to promote company 

money circulation and stocks of company well flourish in the market and investors will show positives attitude of 

buying stock or stocks of particular company. Unfavorable money circulation will show worse effect on the 

investment, this will only happen when company fail to perform successful operations, and at stages will company 

will be failed to sale-out stocks in the market on account of that company will not generate investment. Here after 

worse law and Order situation also put company in risk, because company will fail to operate in concern market so 

this point will be a reason of clumsy money circulation. Secondly, if company performs in favorable environment 

and in business life cycle at maturity phase company fail to maintain its status, because of non innovative attitude 

will also worse effect the money circulation. Third reason suppose company found best in all external aspect and 

found problem internally because of employee ineffective involvement, which are just increasing the internal cost 

and by this company failed to circulate the money fastly this reason will also discourage the investors to do 

investment or buy particular company stocks. 

 Stock Prices are determined in the marketplace, where seller supply meets buyer demand. But unluckily, there is no 

clean equation that tells us exactly how a stock price will behave. That said, we do know a few things about the 

forces that move a stock up or down. These forces fall into three categories: fundamental factors, technical factors 

and market sentiment. In a well-organized market, stock prices would be determined primarily by fundamentals, 

which, at the basic level, refer to a combination of two things: 1) An earnings base (earnings per share (EPS) and 

second is valuation multiple (P/E ratios). 

Market sentiment refers to the psychology of market participants, individually and collectively. This is perhaps the 

most vexing category because we know it matters critically, but we are only beginning to understand it. Market 

sentiment is often subjective, biased and obstinate. For example, you can make a solid judgment about a stock's 

future growth prospects, and the future may even confirm your projections, but in the meantime the market may 

myopically dwell on a single piece of news that keeps the stock artificially high or low. And you can sometimes wait 

a long time in the hope that other investors will notice the fundamentals. 
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1.1 Research Objectives 

The Paper is designed to define the Behavioral Finance are worthy sources of Companies for raising capital against 

issuing Stock, and concern study also describe new way of encouraging investors to do investment in the 

continuation companies found way how to circulate money fastly which show impact of Company Stock Later on. 

1.2 Hypothesis 

Hypothesis are testable statements concerns study describe hypothesis in term of null hypothesis and alternatives 

hypothesis. 

 

Table 1: Hypotheses Testing 
Null Hypotheses Alternative Hypotheses 

H01: Market Sentiment has no significant impact on Company Stock 
Prices. 

H11: Market Sentiment has significant impact on Company Stock 
Prices. 

H02: Market Volatility has no significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

H12: Market Volatility has significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

H03: Investment Sentiment has no significant impact on Company 

Stock Prices. 

H13: Investment Sentiment has significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

H04: Noise Trading has no significant impact on Company Stock 
Prices. 

H14: Noise Trading has significant impact on Company Stock Prices. 

H05: Money Circulation has no significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

H15: Money Circulation has significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

 

1.3 Theoretical Framework of Company Stock Prices 

The figure shows the Company Stock Prices model. On left side of page all are Independent Variables, which are 

five in numbers in mathematics accounting in an order above four variables belong secondary data and last variable 

is a Gap of a study named as Money Circulation and on opposite right side founded Dependent Variable which is 

Company Stock Prices. 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical Framework 
Independent Variables 

Market Sentiment 

Market Volatility 

Investor Sentiment 

Noise Trading 

Money Circulation 

 

2.0 Data and Methodology 

The present section shows the data and methodology information of the study. 

 

2.1 Data and sample size of the study  

Particular survey has been conducted over the period of 2014-2015. Primary data collected from the investors that 

live in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, (Pakistan). The total number of the respondents is 150 investors. The investors belong 

to middle and lower class mostly, paper targeted students, and low level businessman. Students strength are 105 and 

businessman are only 45 in numbers, so according to survey students ratio is high. Both of them mostly seeking for 

short term investment. These investors make investment in companies like Tians, Bit 1, Goldsmith, and Fun box. 

The Investors are cooperative and also they sharing their investment decision views regarding Market Perspectives, 

Secondary data is collected through articles that help a lot in fulfilling our research literature review. The secondary 

data help lot to understand the main content of Behavioral Finance impact on company Stock Prices. 

 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

This section shows the finding of the study along with complete description. 

 

Table 2: Distribution of Respondents on basis of Age and Gender 
 Age Total 

30-35 36-40 41-45 50 -above 

Gender Male 19 77 3 13 112 

Female 11 14 5 8 38 

Total 30 91 8 21 150 

 

Dependent Variable 

Company Stock Price 
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Table. 2 shows consisted of age and gender information of all the 150 respondents. Respondents belongs to different 

Gender i.e. Male and female and different Age groups. Groups are in strata form. In first age Scale (30-35) 19 

numbers of male are recorded and female are 11 in numbers, in second Age Scale 77 males are in number and 14 

Females are in numbers concern age group ratio is higher beneath and beyond age group ratio, in third group of ages 

3 males and 5 females are observed and in last age group scale 13 males and 8 females are recorded.  

 

3.1 Regression 

Regression shows impact of Independent variables on Dependent Variable. 

 

Table 3: Regression Results 
Model R R 

Squar

e 

Adjust

ed R 

Square 

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate 

Change Statistics Durbin-

Watson R Square 

Change 

F Change df1 df2 Sig. F 

Change 

1 .767
a 

.588 .574 .64264 .588 41.167 5 144 .000 2.464 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Money circulation, investor sentiment, market volatility, Market Sentiment, Noise trading 

b. Dependent Variable: Company stock price 

 

Table 3 shows of multiple important informative boxes i.e. R, R Square and Adjusted R Square. R value 0.767 is 

observed and it is found that all independent variables have strong relationship with dependent variable (Company 

Stock Price). R Square value is .588 observed in table and it describes that independent variable show 05 % variance 

in Dependent variable. Adjusted R Square value is .574 and it shoe that there are 5% some other hide Variables 

which show variance in Dependent variable. 

 

Table 4: ANOVA Test Results 
 Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

Market Sentiment Between Groups 27.203 3 9.068 7.28 .000 

Within Groups 18.571 146 .127   

Total 45.775 149    

Market volatility Between Groups 26.375 3 8.792 11.69 .000 

Within Groups 10.724 146 .073   

Total 37.099 149    

Investor sentiment Between Groups 19.703 3 6.568 9.06 .000 

Within Groups 32.990 146 .226   

Total 52.693 149    

Noise trading Between Groups 62.428 3 20.809 8.52 .000 

Within Groups 30.832 146 .211   

Total 93.259 149    

Money circulation Between Groups 58.408 3 19.469 7.81 .000 

Within Groups 54.863 146 .376   

Total 113.271 149    

 

ANOVA table basically famous for to check impact of independent variables collectively on dependent variables. 

Table 4 shows the ANOVA test results. In the table companies of two most important level of significance which 

are F-Statistics and P-Value. F-Statistic tabulated value is 3.78 and P Value tabulated is 0.05. Market Sentiment F 

Statistics computed is 7.28 which is higher than F statistics Tabulated Value, and similar Market sentiment 

Computed P value is less 0.05, so finally we accept the Alternative hypothesis and Reject Null Hypothesis. Market 

Volatility F Statistics computed is 11.69 which is higher than F statistics Tabulated Value, and similar Market 

Volatility Computed P value is less 0.05, so finally we accept the Alternative hypothesis and Reject Null 

Hypothesis. Investor Sentiment F Statistics computed is 9.06 which is higher than F statistics Tabulated Value, and 

similar Investor Sentiment Computed P value is less 0.05, so finally we accept the Alternative hypothesis and Reject 

Null Hypothesis. Noise Trading F Statistics computed is 8.52 which is higher than F statistics Tabulated Value, and 

similar Noise Trading Computed P value is less 0.05, so finally we accept the Alternative hypothesis and Reject 

Null Hypothesis. Money Circulation F Statistics computed is 7.81 which is higher than F statistics Tabulated Value, 

and similar Money Circulation Computed P value is less 0.05, so finally we accept the Alternative hypothesis and 

Reject Null Hypothesis. 
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4.0 Hypothesis Testing  

These are the following outcome of research hypotheses which were design on the basis of research objectives. The 

entire hypothesis has been accepted. 

 

Table 5: Hypothesis Result 
Alternative Hypotheses Conclusion 

H11: Market Sentiment has significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

Accepted 

H12: Market Volatility has significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

Accepted 

H13: Investment Sentiment has significant impact on Company Stock 
Prices. 

Accepted 

H14: Noise Trading has significant impact on Company Stock Prices. Accepted 

H15: Money Circulation has significant impact on Company Stock 

Prices. 

Accepted 

 

4.1 Conclusion  

This study identifies worth of Behavioral Finance impact on Company Stock Price. This study shows the co-relation 

between the multi transform independent variables with Dependent Variable Company Stock Prices. Paper 

concluded that all independent variables have Positive association with Company Stock Price and found no such 

variable which have negative associations with Company Stock Prices. The research is causal, co-relational and 

exploratory as well. This research provides new variable which is Money Circulation in Behavioral Finance. 

Particular study signifies the stock prices ups and down in a market of a company and applications of concern study 

well acknowledges the stakeholder’s responses specially (shareholder) investors toward about buying company 

stocks. Particular study also suggested delineate environment for company where operations reached to bring 

effectives results which lead to enhances the company good well reputation, and by which reputed depict of a 

company, stocks prices will be found flourish. 
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